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Homecoming 

When you enter high school all you can think is about homecoming...who's gonna take
you...where are you gonna get your dress...what about my shoes...and of course where am I
gonna eat. Now that's exactly what I thought. I didn't know if my boyfriend was gonna take me or if
he just assumed we were gonna go but he decided that we would ask. He made this poster that
had a pun about my favorite chips. Now my dress, I had absolutely no idea where I was gonna get
it. See my school doesn't have strict rule but if something doesn't get covered you get duct taped.
I was thinking maybe I should go with a red color cause I look good in red but then realized that
everyone is gonna wear red so I thought maybe a light purple to stand out but when I looked it
was way over my budget. So I decided to go with a navy blue dress that looked good on me. Now
my shoes, man that was a fiasco. I thought I was gonna wear some shoes that I had but when I
looked for them, they were gone! Absolutely nowhere to be seen! So I knew immediately that my
sister took them when she left. So both my mom and I spent almost 3 hours shopping for my
shoes and I finally found my pair. While I was shopping I got a cute jacket to go over my dress
and little dangling earrings. Now here's the biggest decision I've ever made, I have to choose
where my friends and I are gonna eat. We have suggestions like Olive Garden it Table Mesa. We
ruled out Olive Garden cause that's too far away from our high school so we thought Table Mesa
was the one. Later on we found out some of my friends couldn't afford it so we just decided on
some cheap place at Bentonville Square where we're gonna take our pictures. Homecoming is in
less than 2 days and I can't wait for it to happen. 
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